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Abstract 

On the HRB-VibrtuiOH Ttsl Facility JtiiicA dynamic cases on scaled-
down models of an HTR-cora ware performed in ordar co verify 
computer codas: turcharon eases on a large SF6-insulated switch-
gear war* dona co gee daca abouc cha dlffaranc qualification 
methods according eo cha standards IEEE, IEC, ENDESA, KTA. 

Tho cora structure of an HTR-planc consists ot eha sida 
reflector, tha bottoa raflaceor, tha top reflector and the pebble 
bad of spherical fuel elements. Dynamically this system is a •any
body structure with non-linear force-deformation couplings. The 
integrity of the system under seismic loads is given by radially 
orientated spring packs. These spring <acks oust be stiff against 
earthquake loads, but ausc allow radial thermal movements. To 
verify the seismic safety of the system, scaled-down models were 
tested. Tha results of these tests were compared with those of 
analytical methods. 

The good-natured behaviour of the pebble-bed under seismic 
loads har been confirmed. Due to the granular structure of che 
non-regular packed pebble-bed, high damping occurs during seismic 
excitations. Uith increasing depth the damping ratio decreases 
because of restriction of movement. We are able to dacribe eha 
saisaic behaviour cf the pebble-bed analytically. 

Tha one- and two-dimensional test configurations of tha top 
reflector were used to analyse resonance and lumping affects. The 
experimental results were verified by the coaputer codes CRUNCH-
IB and CRUNCH-2D. 
• ' Tha experimental investigations of tha aide reflector are 
underway. Tha results show a non-critical behaviour under 
horizontal excitations. Small rigid-body motions of single blocks 
are detected, but they do not cause any global ovallsatlons of 
the complete ring structure. Finite eleaene calculations with 
contact and friction between the blocks show a closa agreement 
with the experimental results. 

Seismic qualification of ground mounted electrical aqulpaent 
Is usually performed on the basis of codes like IEEE. ICC, KTA, 
etc. These standards give different possibilities of the 
excitation mode: sinusoidal excitation in every natural 
frequency (continuous or sine beat) or time history excitation 
which covers a prescribed required response spectrum. Recently 
performed tests are compared regarding cha usefullness and 
severity of ehe different excitation modes. 

1. DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOUR OP CORE STRUCTURES 

1.1. Introduction 

A nain feature of che HTR la tha core which is bullc up from 
graphite material /10/. Tha reactor cora consists of a loose bed of 
spherical graphite fuel elements. The pebble bed Is enclosed in a 
structure coaposed of individual graphite blocks, tha graphite 
structure being composed of the side reflector, tha top reflector and 
ehe bottom reflector (Fig. 1). The side reflector Is separated Into 
an Inner and an outer cylindrical wall. Tha load-bearing function, 
this is tha accomodation of tha forces exerted by the pebola bad, Is 
ensured by the outer side reflector. The integrity of eha ouear side 
refleccor which is buile up from individual graphite blocks, is 
ensured by a prascre:sed system provided by radially orlencacad 
spring packs. The spring packs have to be designed so as to allow 
maximum possible free expansion of the core scruccure during 
operational he a tup en the one hand,; on ehe other hand they have to 
be sufficiently rigid to withstand the mechanical loads occurring 
during oparaelen. Excessively high shlfes of Individual side 
refleccor blocks or ovallsaclon of tha side reflector must be 
excluded. Operational mechanical loads mainly result from che dead 
weight of the pebble bed, froa pressure lossss In ehe reactor cere as 
well as froa cha shucdown rods inserted into the pebble bed. 

In addition it has to ba ensured by the lateral spring packs 
support syseaa that eha integrity of ehe core structure is maintained 
even in the event of asymmetrical leads. This includes in particular 
horizontal seismic excitation. 

The graphite core struceure Is sne'osed by the thermal shield 
which is composed of individual cast iron segments bolted to each 
other. On lei outer face It Is equipped with tha fixtures for tha 
radial spring packs. 

Tha core structure system contains a number of structural non-1 In-
esrltles /I/ : 

— Under the effeel of seismic excitation non-elastic irrsvsnible motion may occur 
in the pebble bed cort. 
Due to the structural dsiign of the top reflector, inert arc gspi between the in
dividual blocks of the top reflector which under seismic loadi may result in 
shock iffecti between the top reflector blocks is well u between top reflec
tor and tide reflector blocks. 

• Under the effect of sufficiently high dynamic load the giP* between the side 
reflector blocks may open and close in a cyclic way. 

The complete dynaalc syscoa of the cere structure Is supported by 
the prestressed concrete reactor vassal via roller bearings. These 
roller bearings allow ehe radial thermal expansion of the core 
structure. They have, however, a high rigidity In verelcel and 
tangential directions. 

Due eo the non-linearities mentioned above • many-body structure 
with contact, friction and shock effects • ehe dynamic behaviour of 
tha core structure la complex ehua requiring detailed theoretical as 
wall aa experimental examination. Tha central part of this 
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FIG 1. Dynamic system 
HTR core structure. 

investigation program which is sponsored by the Government of the 
Federal German State of Northrhine Westphalia, are the tests on the 
HRB-Vibration Test Facility in Julich /«/• 

The tests were performed on two- and three-dimensional models of 
the pebble bed core 
the top reflector 
and the prestressed side reflector. 

In the following a survey is given on the state and the results 
of the experimental and analytical investigations on the seismic 
behaviour of the HTR core structure. 

1.2. Results 

1.2.1. Pebble bed core 

In a f i r s t t e s t phase the dynamic behaviour of the s t a t i s t i c 
pebble bed core was investigated experimentally and analyt ica l ly 
under seismic exc i tat ion . The t e s t s and the resu l t s were reported 
ear l ier / 3 / / 5 / / 6 / / 7 / . The main resul ts are sumtrarized below: 

The statistical pebble bed core undergoes a minor compaction under seis
mic loads. 
The damping effects in the pebble bed core are high ( >J5% of the critical 
damping). They result in their greater part from friction effects in the heter
ogeneous pebble bed core. 

The dynamic magnification factors are strictly limited. Excessive resonanc
es were not detected. 

Even under high acceleration sloshing of the pebble bed surface does not 
occur. The pebble bed does not behave like a liquid. 
For analytical investigations the pebble bed can be represented as an elas

tic isotropic continuum. Finite element calculations show a close agree
ment with the experiments. 

1.2.2. Top reflector 

Teats were performed on one-dimensional and two-dimensional top 
reflector models (Fig. 2) to verify the computer codes CRUNCH-ID and 
CRUNCH-2D. The results of the one-dimensional investigation are re
ported in detail in / 2 / and /8/. The calculations performed using 
CRUNCH-ID have been verified experimentally. 

The two-dimensional top reflector model consists of 32 suspended 
graphite blocks at a scale of 1:2. Three blocks each (in the peripher
al range two blocks each) are connected to one suspension rod (see 
Fig. 3). The elastlcally prestressed side reflector is simulated in 
the model by an elastically supported peripheral plate. The individu-

FIG. 2. Section of top reflector 
2-D-model (scale 1:2). 
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FIG. 3. Lumping of top reilector 
2-D-model. 

a l top r e f l e c t o r b l o c k s are arranged so t h a t gaps are l e f t between 
them. The dynamic behav iour of the top r e f l e c t o r i s thus c h a r a c t e r 
i z e d by the l o c a l impacts and t r a n s f e r of impul se s o c c u r r i n g betweeen 
a d j a c e n t b l o c k s . Ths damping i n the system i s mainly c h a r a c t e r i z e d by 
the energy d i s s i p a t i o n of the impulse waves a s w e l l a s by the f r i c 
t i o n f o r c e s a t the c o n t a c t p o i n t s between the b l o c k s . 

A dynamic e x c i t a t i o n o f the two-d imens ional top r e f l e c t o r may r e 
s u l t i n two d i f f e r e n t v i b r a t i o n p r o c e s s e s : 

Under high acceleration the top reflector tends towards a behaviour which 
is similar to that of a single-mass vibrator (lumping effect). The individual 
top reflector blocks are coupled to each other moving in phase. 

Low accelerations result in stochastic motion of the top reflector blocks 
with a strong exchange of impulses between the blocks. 

F i g . 3 shows t h i s v i b r a t i o n a l behaviour o f the top r e f l e c t o r . The 
maximum impacts on the s i d e r e f l e c t o r r e s u l t from s i n g l e - m a s s v i b r a 
t i o n . R e s u l t s o f the computer code CRUNCH-2D confirmed t h i s behav
i o u r . At low f r e q u e n c i e s (< 5 Hz) t h e r e i s a d e v i a t i o n o f l e s s than 
15% between exper imenta l and c a l c u l a t e d d a t a . 

.2.3. Side refleclor 

127 

Three d i f f e r e n t models were used for the s e i s m i c a n a l y s e s o f the 
s i d e r e f l e c t o r . 

1. A two-dimensional model of a side reflector ring with pebbles or with sus
pended top reflector blocks (Fig.4)., model-scale is 1:3. 

2. A three-dimensional model of the cylindrical side reflector representing the 
part above the upper edge of the bottom reflector including the pebble 
bed; Scale : 1:6 ( Fig. 5) 

3. An overall model of the graphite core structure with pebble bed, bottom- and 
side-reflector at a scale of 1:6. 

FIQ. 4. 2-D-ring modal ol the 
tide reflector with pebble bed. 

FIG. S. 3-D-cytindrical model of 
the riTR core structure. 



On the one hand the aodels are used for direct parametric 
Investigation of the effects of seisaic excitation on a vibration 
test facility. On the other hand the experiaental results are used 
for verifying calculation aethoda ensuring seisaic safety. 

The experiaental and analytical investigations on the two-
dimensional side reflector ring model were coapleted. The results 
obtained for the pebble bed ( accelerations and wall forces ) have 
confined the results obtained wlch the silo aodel. The dynamic 
behaviour of the pebble bed is strongly daaped without excessive 
resonances. The results of the elastic finite eleaent calculations 
have been confirmed by the experlaents. 

The prestressed side reflector itself shows an extreaely stable 
behaviour even under the Influence of high accelerations (up to 2g ). 
-Only saall relative motions (approximately 1 aa) between the 
individual side reflector blocks are observed. This applies to the 
experiments with keys between the side reflector blocks as well as to 
those experiaents conducted incentially without keys between the 
blocks. Global ovalisation of the side reflector and opening of gaps 
between the blocks were not detected. At the end of the tests no 
significant irreversible shifts of the blocks were detected. 

The tests performed on the model with a suspended line of the top 
reflector blocks were intended to verify non-linear calculations of 
the coaputer code ADINA. In order tc determine more accurately the 
moment of slipping of the side reflector blocks exposed CO an impact, 
the experiment was intentially performed without using connection 
keys between the side reflector blocks. There was a close agreeaent 
between the calculated and the experimental results. Deviations 
amount to less than 15%. This result applies to the side reflector 
block motion and the resulting resilience forces as well as to the 
determination of the minimum acceleration required for block motion. 

The experiaents performed using the 1:6 scaled-down cylindrical 
aodel were also finished. The experiaents have confirmed the stable 
behaviour of the side reflector under seisaic load. The prestressed 
side reflector globally behaves like an elastic cylinder. Coaparative 
calculations to these experiments are underway. 

An elastic finite eleaent model was used for conducting first 
'dynamic calculations on the vibrational behaviour of the overall core 
structure (Fig. 6). In these calculations an equivalent elastic 
aaterlal behaviour was assumed for the side reflector as wall as for 
the pebble bed. 

The experiaents on the overall aodel of the graphite core 
structure are currently underway. A similarly stable behaviour of the 
core structure during seisaic excitation is observed. 

I J. Coachnaoas 

The extensive experiaental and analytical investigation program 
performed up today has fully confirmed the stability and safety of 
the HTR core structure under seisaic excitation. The radial 
prestressing of the side reflector by spring packs is fully efficient 

FIG. 6. 3-D-finite element model of 
the HTR cor* structure. 

even under antiaecrlc saisaic loads. The syscea, especially the 
pebble bed, shows a high dissipation at the coneacc points »M a 
result of local friction and sliding processes. 

Based on the experiaents calculation aethods were developed and 
verified. This offers the posslbily to aake stateaencs on the seisaic 
safety of the original HRTR structure. 

The experiaental investigation program will be finished at the 
end of 1989. 

2. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TEST METHODS IN SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF LARGE 
COMPONENTS 

2.1. Introduction 

Seisaic qualification of ground mounted electrical equlpaent will 
be usually performed on the basis of codes like IEEE, ENDESA, KTA and 
others. These standards give different possibilities of the 
excitation mode in qualification tests: 

• • sinusoidal excitation in every nutural frequency ( continu
ous or sine beat) 

• • time history excitation with a test response spectrum which 
covers a prescribed Required Response Spectrum (RRS) in the 
frequency range 0.5 - 25..35 Hz. 

Tests which were performed in the year 1988 on the Vibration Test 
Facility JOIIch are compared regarding the usefulness and saverety of 
different excitation aodes in seisaic qualification. 



IX. Test lawiws aad procedure 

The t e s t specimen was a SF6-gas insulated switchcear of ABB-
Company (Fig. 7 ) . The to ta l mass including the two e lectronic 
cabinets and a separata cuurent transformer was about 11 000 kg. The 
t e s t s were performed on the HUB Vibration Test Facility JGIIchCFig. 8 ) . 
Table 1 gives the isain technical data: 

Table 1: Main technical data of the 
HUB Vibratioa Test Facility JQIich 

Shaking table size 
Maximum saaple load 
Frequency range 
Maximum acceleration 
Maximum velocity 
Maximum amplitude 
Degrees of freedom 

3a x Sa 
25 000 kg 
0.1 • 100 Hz 
3.5 g 
1.0 m/s 
+- 200 mm 
6 

The acceleration response in the three axes X. Y, Z was measured 
at 28 points of the swichgear. son* of them indicated in Fig. 7. 

As objective the test specimen had to withstand the level AF 5 
(zero period acceleration 0.5 g) which is the highest level for 
ground mounted equipment allowed by IEC. 

-. /,:. -v.- 'A yy '••//. •///////, -yy-yyy/y.-yy:-

SF,-Gas Insulated Switchgear ABB 

FIG. 7. Test specimen. 

1 Shaking note S Homontsl actuator 
2 Seismic bloc* S Vertical actuator 
3 FounaaDon 7 Hydraulic supply 
« Spnngi and itamoers I Qtt-omtu'* an* 

FIG. 8. Vibration ta i l facility JOIieh. 

The test procedure was as follows: 
•a Vibration response investigation: single axis sine sweep exci

tation in the axes X. Y and Z with a logarithmic sweep rate of 
I octave/min up and down between I and 35 Hz with an accel
eration level of 0.1 g. 

ee Time history qualification tesr The required response spec
trum (RRS) is due to IEC 17A (Helsinki/Seer), Oct. 4. I9S7. 
To fulfill the RRS-requirements, the time history of the El Cen
tre Earthquake (May IS, 194)) was modified. After the triax-
ial lest th* test response spectra (TRS) were calculated. Fig. 9 
shows the X-axis RRS and TRS for a damping ratio of 2 *» . 
As an example the modified El Centro excitation in X-axis is 
shown in Fig. 10. The accelerator! levels measured at (he plat
form were: 

Peak acceleration X/Y/Z 1.0 g 
Mean acceleration during 
strong notion X/Y/Z O.S ( 
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FIG. 9. Qualification test: X-axis. 
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FIG. to. Modified El Centra X. 

Sine beat qualification test: The line beat tests consisted in a 
train of 5 sine beats with the following condioni: 

cycles per beat 

couplings 

max. acceleration amplitude 

test frequencies 

10 
X+Z 
Y*Z 

Z 
0.5 | horizontal 
0,4 | vertical 
All characteristic 
natural frequencies 
found in the vibration 
response investigations. 

Repeal of the primary vibration response investigations. 

2.3. Results 

Son* selected measuring, points were listed in esble 2 to compare 
che dynamic amplification Q (rasponse-/tabla-exclcaelon) of accelera
tion. The Q-factors of sine sweep and sine beat excitation ware taken 
frost che transfer functions of the measuring points; the amplifica
tion factors of the modified El Centro time history were estimated 
from the peak acceleration and mean value of strong motion of re
sponse time history. 

T̂ bla, 2; Dynamic amplification factors Q 
of some measuring points in X- and Z-dlracclon 

Measuring 
point 

3 X 
VI X 

12 X 

13 X 

9 Z 
11 Z 

13 Z 

rrequency 
(Hs) S 

12.8 
5,8 
19,8 
S.8 
12.8 
28.2 
5.8 
18. 
32. 
16. 
24. 
19. 

Q Q BlCentro ElCencro 
Sweep Sine tea t maximum mean 

3.1 1 .9 . . 
9.4 8.9 3 5 4 .0 
7 . 4 6 . 1 3.5 4 . 0 
7.0 9,5 3.0 4 .0 
3.6 1.0 3.0 4 . 0 
2.6 3.4 3.0 4 .0 
8.3 7.5 1.5 1.0 
3.9 4.7 1.5 1.0 
7.7 2.3 - -

21.8 9.6 7 .0 10.0 
20.0 6.2 7.0 10.0 
18.3 7 .0 2.5 4 . 0 



These data show in ganarally tha dlfferancas baewaen tha thrae ax-
citation types: Sina sweep, nearly a continuous axeitation in tha nat
ural frequency, has the highest severely level: sine beat la a moder
ate and time history coaparable mooch excitation, but tha most real
istic approach. The magnitude, especially in natural frequencies, 
with low damping ratio (less than 2 » critical damping) differed by a 
factor of up to 5 depending on the type of excitation. 

The sine beat test in combination with the sine sweep frequency 
search has a great advantage in characterizing the test speciaen re
garding natural frequencies, daaping ratios and vibration nodes. 

This can be shown by the sine beat test results of the measuring 
points 3 (circuit breaker drive) in X and 9 (pipe disconnector 

.flange) in Z direction. As shown in Fig. 11 the response follows the 
excitation with a large time delay: the maximum response amplitude oc
curs only at the end of the excitation beat. Although the Q-factor 
3.1 in tha sweep test indicates a high damping ratio of 16 ». the 
damping of this mode is really very low, about 1.1 i, as can be calcu
lated from the logarithmic decrement of the vibration amplitude de
cay. This behaviour was found at several points where a specific low-
damped mode is not excited directly, but through other "weak" ele
ments of the structure with lower natural frequencly. 

Acceleration lm/s>) 

lOr 

Itf-ifftt 
O p r a M ^ ^ V ^ 

."iff1" 
i Circuit oroaner a n y MP3 

i 
12 3 Hz X 

•tO>r 
Time*»I 

FIG. 11. Qualification test. 

In comparison the sine beat time history of measuring point 9 Z 
(Fig. 12) shows tha typical vibration behaviour of a mode with medium 
damping racio of 6.5 «. 

Recently performed tests on an elevator showed that the raqlred 
response spectrum can be fulfilled under certain instances: there is 
a small test frequency range in the spectrum and the mass of the spec
imen is small in comparison to tha mass of the shaking platform. In 
Fig. 13 tha RRS and the TRS are compared, only a small distortion is 
at 28 Hz, the natural frequency of our oil system. In the time domain 
the control and the measured acceleration signals are congruent. 

M.< # t 

tn/s-2) 

i i i i i i r 
Pipe disconnector nana* MP 9 

32 S HZ Z 
FIG. 12. Qualification test 
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FIG. 14. Vibration lest facility Jiilich 

2.4. Outlook 

Modern test facilities offer the advantage to introduce sophisti
cated test methods for seismic and dynamic qualification. This fact 
is considered by the lEC-Technical Committees in recent efforts to se
lect an IBC standard of RSS to specify for the qualification proce
dure. This point is especially important in qualification of sensi
tive components with low damping ratio. The sine beat test method, 
however, will be a very feasible method to demonstrate the dynamic ca
pability of components in proof tests. 
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